PROCESS CONTROL FOR ESTERS IN BEER: DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
Design

Design

Hydrostatic
pressure (-)

Immobilized Yeast: have elevated levels of ATF1
activity...twofold increase in levels of iso-amyl acetate, 24%
more ethyl acetate and 42% more ethyl caproate (compared to
free-cell fermentations with the same strain).

CO2 concentration (-)

Breweries with both box & VCF fermenters.....yeast from box when
pitched into VCF seem to "remember" box and do yield reduced
esters for several repitchings. Just the other day I was
talking to old Saccharo about this!

Increase stirring....decrease acetate esters.

Increase back pressure....decrease acetate esters.

Increase stirring....
decrease acetate esters.

VCF vs. Box Fermenters!!!!!!! Yeast
are not indifferent to this design
change....flavor matching requires
new processing specifications.

Availability of alcohols (+)

Increase VCF height....
decrease acetate esters.

Use drauflassen ..increase acetate esters.

"Dynamic Optimization"....process
models where control brand profile for
volatiles using only three variables: a)
temperature, b) fermenter top pressure
and c) yeast count at pitching.

"Charm Analysis" or "AEDA" (Aroma Extraction Dilution Analysis) =
olfactory intensity based on GCO only.

Increased H:W of primary fermenter, CO2
inhibition of AATase & pyruvate decarboxylase (-)

Increase temperature....increase acetate esters.

Immobilized Yeast: have elevated levels of ATF1
activity...twofold increase in levels of iso-amyl acetate,
24% more ethyl acetate and 42% more ethyl caproate
(compared to free-cell fermentations with the same strain).

Increase back pressure....decrease
acetate esters.

Effect on Ester
Levels in Beer
Fermenter height/depth (-)

Narziss suggests restoring normal ratio of
esters/alcohols in CCV's by increasing pitching
rate with successive brew # (e.g. from 16- 18 24 million/ml over 24 hour fill). Prevents beer
from being empty & harsh & too low in esters.

Cylindrical conical tanks (-), CO2 inhibition
of ester enzymes!

Horizontal tanks (+), cylindrical conical tanks (-)
Use drauflassen ..increase acetate esters.

Increase temperature.....
increase acetate esters.
Cylindrical conical tanks inhibit
AATase activity via higher [CO2] .

Design

Temperature: as fermentation temps increase, see greater
levels of the floral and fruity esters.
N2 Purging (+ for both growth & acetate esters).

Increased H:W of primary fermenter, CO2 inhibition of AATase &
pyruvate decarboxylase (-)

Design

Pressurized fermentations (-)

Karl Siebert: "For alcohols, esters and aldehydes, NPLS (Non-Linear
Partial Least Squares Regression) provides the best model to correlate
molecular structure (# carbon atoms; # hydrogen atoms; # of C=C
bonds, etc...) to their flavor thresholds! For ketones, PLS worked best.
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